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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. x-amz-security-token
B. x-amz-temp-secure-token
C. x-amz-temporary-token
D. x-amz-temporary-security-token
Answer: A
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which action should be used to ignore activity from users or
applications that are producing a high volume of network
traffic?
A. Skip logging
B. Ignore SQLper session
C. Audit Only
D. Ignore S-TAP session
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following transmission methods is used for network
utilizing the 802.3 standard?
A. Baseband
B. MAC
C. Broadband
D. DSSS
E. Synchronous
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
An application is running on Amazon EC2 instances behind a
Classic Load Balancer. The instances run in an Auto Scaling
group across multiple Availability Zones. Occasionally multiple
incoming requests will receive a 5xx HTTP response when making
a request to the Classic Load Balancer. From the Amazon
CloudWatch metrics, a SysOps Administrator observes the Elastic
Load Balancing (ELB) SpillOverCount metric to be greater than
zero during these occasions.
These errors can be avoided by triggering scaling actions on
which ELB metric?
A. BackendConnectionErrors
B. SurgeQueueLength
C. HealthyHostCount
D. UnHealthyHostCount
Answer: B
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